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Let yr = (8(log Ta T’ + log log T)/n*ar)“*, 0 < aT G T < 00, and {W(t); 0 G t < 00) be a stan- 
dard Wiener process. This exposition studies the almost sure bihaviour of 
inf sup VT1 W(t+s)- W(t)1 as T+oo, 
osrsT-aT 0SsSa7 
under varying conditions on aT and T/aT. The following analogue of Levy’s modulus of continuity 
of a Wiener Process is also given: 
-1 l/2 
lim inf sup 
h+O O=XSl ()SSSh Togh ) &r (W(t+s)- W(r)j=z. 1, 
and this may be viewed as the exact “modulus of non-differentiability” of a Wiener Process. 
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1. Introduction 
In [2] we investigated the multi-time analogue of the following question: how big 
are the increments 
9, =,9,(t)= 1 W(t+a,)- W(t)1 
resp. 
9,=9z(t)= sup IW(t+s)- W(t)1 
@asaT 
of a Wiener process, when t is running over the interval 0 s t < T - ar and 0 < UT s T 
is a non-decreasing function of T for which T/aT is also non-decreasing. 
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Applying Theorem 1 of [2] in the one-time parameter case, as an answer to the 
above question we have: 
Theorem A [2]. Let ar be non-decreasing function of T for which 
(i) O<ar+rT(T*O),and 
(ii) T-la= is non-decreasing. 
Then 
lim sup sup P&$(t) = lim sup sup P&(t) = _ 
T-a OstsT-aT T-+oo OGtSTT-aT 
= lim sup sup sup PT] W(t +s)- W(t)1 = 1 a.s., 
T+ao O~tSrT-a~O~s~a~ 
where 
& = (2aT(log Ta T1 + log log T)) -l/2 . 
If we also have 
(iii) limT,,(log Ta $/log log T) = 00, 
then 
lim sup P+++(t) = lim sup &d%(t) = 1 a.s. 
T-+oo OSCST-UT =+* O~tST-aT 
The increment 9,(t) (06 t G T- ar) can be much smaller than the increment 
Ji2(t). In this paper we investigate only the question “How small are the increments 
9;2(t) (0 G t s T - aT)?“, and, as an answer to it, we prove our 
Theorem 1. Let ar (T 2 0) be a non -decreasing function of Tsatisfying conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem A. Then 
lip ?f yrL(T) = 1 a.s. -P 
where 
I(T) = 99’(T) = inf 
OstaT-aT 
92(t) 
and 
8 log Ta ;’ + log log “’ 
YT = 
T2aT 
. 
If we also have condition (iii) of Theorem A, then 
lim +(T) = 1 a.s. 
T+Ul 
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In order to illustrate what the meaning of this theorem is all about, we give here the 
following examples: 
(~/IT*) log T. Then our Theorem 1 says that for all T big 
enough, for any E > 0 and for almost all o there exists a 0 < t = t(T, E, W) < T (W is a 
point of the basic space) such that 
sup 
0css(8/w2:logT 
IW(t+s)- W(t)(s l+&, 
but, for all 0 < t < T, with probability 1, 
sup 
Ocss(8/n2~10g T 
1 W(t + s) - W(t)1 2 1 - &. 
At the same time our Theorem A states the existence of a 0 s t s T such that, with 
probability 1, 
I W(t ‘“7 ,” log T)- W(t)i+) log T, 
and hence 
sup 
Ocss(8/n2)log T 
but, for all 0 s t s T’, 
sup 
0csa(8/w2)10g T 
W(t+s)- W(t)+-,) log T, 
7r 
W(t+s)- W(t+(f+E) log T. 
7r 
Example 2. Let &- = T. Then our Theorem 1 says 
lim inf 
T-MD ( 
8 log log 
‘) 
10 
n2T 
sup I W(t)1 = 1 a.s., 
OSf=ZT 
which is the law of iterated logarithm of Chung ([l]). 
Example 3. Let a~ = (log T)“*. Then our Theorem 1 says that for all T big enough, 
for any E > 0 and for almost al! o there exists a 0 G t = t(T, E, w)< T such that 
sup 
OQsrg(log 7-y 
1 W(t +s)- W(t)1 s (I+ E)S1’*(log T)-“’ 
% 
but, for all 0 s t < T, with probability 1, 
sup 
Osss((log T)“’ 
1 W(t -b s)- W(t)( 2 (1 - +&‘*(log T)- 1’4a 
lim inf sup 
(“‘a,“‘,“’ 
(t f s)-- W(t)1 = 1 a.s.. 
h+O O<t=zl OSSSh 
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This theorem clearly implies the well-known 
Theorem IB. Almost all sample functions of a Wiener Process are nowhere differenti- 
(11: ble. k 
Theorem 2 actually gives the exact “modulus of non-differentiability” of a Wiener 
Process. 
2. Proof of Theorem I 
The proof is based on the following well-known 
Lemma A. 
4 
; exp(-n2/8x2) - f exp(-9n2/8x2)) 6 P( sup 
OCKT 
T-‘/*1 w(t)1 < x) 
4 
G; exp(--*/8x2), 
and, if x is small enough, 
2 4 
;exp(-~*/gx*)~;(exp(-n2/8x2)-fexp(-9n2/8x2)). 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be presented in three steps. 
Step 1. For any E >O we have 
lipkf yrI(T)d-E as. -P 
Proof of (1). Let T, = e”(l<t9<(1-~)-~), #(T)=log Ta$ +loglog T and 
ti = ,$I = iaT,,(ti(T&3 (i =% 1, . a . 9 pT,h 
Then by Lemma A we have 
(1) 
Hence we get 
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Consider now the interval ti - C t < ti+l. Then by Theorem A we get 
bml )I” l/2 
lim sup max sup 
n-*oO OSiSpT, tiSEleti+l 1 2ar.( log( 2 u4rd).‘) +b log T.,,) n 1 
X 1 W(t)- W(ti)l s 1 a.s., 
which, together with (2), implies 
lim inf inf sup 
n+a, O~t*~T,,+l-aT,+~ O--T  
l/2 
IW(t+s)- W(t)lz4-E a.s.. 
(3) 
Finally, choosing T, G T < T,+l and taking into account that 
and 
sup 1 W(t +s)- W(t)1 a sup I W(t +s)- W(t)1 
O<seaT O<SsaT n 
we get (1) by (3). 
Step 2. Let 
B(T)=yT sup )W(T-aT+s)- W(T-a& 
oe;S+zT 
Then for any E > 0 we have 
Proof of (4). By Lemma A we have 
2 
P(B(T)~~+E)~~xP 
1 
(1+ 
e, 
/ 
*9(T)} = ;( ST) 1’(*+E)2 
Since 
function 
bY 
conditions (i) and (ii) imply that t -ar is a continur”us non-decreasing 
of t, we can define the sequence {Tk) as follows: Let T1 = 1 and define Tk+l 
lim inf B(T)< 1 + E a.s.. 
T+f= 
(4) 
T k+l =expO(/4+l)log(k+l) if T - aT is bounded, where 8 > I. 
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In case T - uT + 00, (4) follows from the simple fact that 
1/(1+&p 
=CO 
anId that thie r.v.‘s B(Tk) (k = 1,2, . . . ) are independent. 
In case ‘r-aT is bounded, uTk+, 2 Tk+l - Tk. Hence 
k+l 
By the law of iterated logarithm (or Theorem A) 
OsssTk 
lim sup yTk+l Sup 1 w(Tk)- w(S)1 = (4 ’ a.S., 
k+oo OSsGTk 
and by Lemma A 
p{ Y&+1 sup 
T -=s=sT k- k+l 
,w(s)-- w[T&l+&) =o((, ~ogl~ogk)l’li+E:). 
The latter three formulas imply (4). 
Step 3.4% any e > 0 we have 
lim sup yTI( T) s 1 + e a.s., 
T-+SJ 
provided (iii) holds true. 
Proof $ (5). Choose the sequence T,(n = 0, 1, . * . ) such that 
T,aGi =M 
and put 
ti = iaT,+l (i = 1, 2, . . . , pT,), 
where pT, = [ T,a Fi+, 1. 
Then by Lemma A we have 
8 log Tn+Ia~~+l I’* 
v2aT,, 1 
I W(tj + S)- W(tj) 
= SUP 
8 log Tn +Ia& 1’2 
0~~~w-,,~ Z'aT,, 
) (w(s)l>l+E))Prn+l 
PT 
n 
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Hence we get 
lim sup min sup ( 8 log T,+la+;+* 1’2 > 1 W(t,+s)- W(ti)l s 1 -t-E. m+ao OSiSpT, OCSSU~,+~ rr2aT, 
‘This implies (5) immeciiately. 
Remark. The above g ven proof also implies: suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem A holds true. Then we also have 
liminf sup yTIW(T-aT+s)-W(T-aT)l=l a.s. 
-T+cO OGSGffT 
3, Proof of Theorem 2 
The idea of this proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1, but thsis one is 
somewhat simpler. Hence we only give the first step. 
Step 1. For any E c 0 we have 
lim inf inf sup 
(8 1o_g;-,)1’2 
1 W(t +s)- W(t)1 2 1-E as.. (6) 
h-0 oara 0cssh 
Proof. Put 
ti=ih(logh-1)-3 (i=Q,l,...,ph) 
where ph = [h-‘(log h-‘P]. Then 
PI min sup ( 
8 log h-’ 1’2 
n2h 
) 1 W(ti +S>- W(ti)l< l-‘] 
= O(h’(log h-1’3’ 
where &=(l -E)-~- 1 >O. 
Let now h, = CT where T > 6-l. Then the above inequality implies: 
lim inf min 
n+=j O=++h, ()cs<h,, 
1 W(ti +S)- W(ti)l 3 1 -E as.. 
Consider now the interval ti s t < ti+le Then by a well known theory of Levy, 
lim sup max 
(log h ,’ )2 1’2 
sup 
2h, 
I W(t)- W(ti)I 6 1 l 
n+=J Osis~h” fiStSti+l 
(7) and (8) together imply 
I W(t +s)- W(t)1 2 1 -E as.. 
(s) 
(9 
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Finally, choosing hn+l - =C h < h,, and taking into account that h,,/h,,+l + I (n * 00) and 
inf sup 
asts1 O~s~fa,*~ 
( 8 i~;-1)L/21W(Ics)- W(t)Ia 
G inf sup 
(8 1o/;-J1’2 
1 wt w- w)l, 
o~c~losssh 
we get (6). 
4. On par&d sums of i.i.d.r.v. 
Applying a small deviation theorem of A.A. Mogul’skiI ([9]) one can generalize 
Theorem 1 for partial sums of i.i.d.r.v.‘s. The mentioned result of Mogul’skii is 
Theorem C. Let X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.3 with mean 0 and variance 1. 
Let (tn) be a sequence of positive numbers for which 
logP( max ~S~~+--f F. 
l==kSn n 
Applying this theorem with 
C 
7r2 n l/2 
tn= - 
8 loglogn ’ 
and repeating the proof of Theorem 1, one gets: 
Theorem 3. Let X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v,‘s with mean 0 an-d variance 1 l 
L?et (a,) be a non -decreasing sequence of integers satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem A and assume also that an(log n)-’ + 00. Then 
lim inf min max yl+JISn+R -Sn[ -1 1 a.s., 
N-a0 lsns:N-aN l%ksaN 
(11) 
where S, =X~+X2+*‘*+Xn. 
If, in addition to conditions (i) and (ii) ~;f Theorem A, (iii) of Theorem A also holds, 
then we have a limit, instead of the lim inf, in (11). 
It is easy to see that the statement of Theorem 3 fails if a, = [c log ut]. However we 
formulate the foEowing 
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Conjecture. Let F(x) be a distribution function with j x dF = 3, 5 x2 dF = 1. Let 
Xl, x2, l l l be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.‘s with (XI < t) = F(t). Then 
lim min max ]&+k -&I = r(c) a.s., 
N+m lSn<N-aN l=Gk=haN 
where ah’ = [c log N], and r(c) is a function whkh uniquely determines F. 
We note, that if F is the standard normal distribution, then our Theorem 1 implies 
that r(c) = n(~/8)“~ for every c > 0 and if our conjecture is true, then the latter form 
of r(c) should imply normality. 
An analogue of this conjecture for big increments was proved by Erdiis and Rhyi 
(PI) 
We also note that, with UN = N, (11) of Theorem 3 reduces to the so called other 
law of iterated logarithm, proved by Jain and Pruitt ([?I) for i.i.d. summands having 
only two moments (cf. also Chung, [ 11). 
5. Problems and remarks 
In [2] we tried to call attention to the problem of the different behaviour of the 
increments of Cai (i = 1,2) when CZT is small resp. big. The difference between these 
two cases is that, when multiplied by &- of Theorem A, 
p = p (T) ‘- SUP 9i(t) (i= 1,2) 
OsrdT-a~ 
have a limit when condition (iii) of Theorem A holds, namely if 
log T/aT ~ oc, 
log log T 
(i.e. when ar is small), and only the limsup of &Iil) was evaluated for &- large (cf. 
Theorem A). In the meantime Deo ([3]) proved that 
lim inf p&l) and lim sup p# 
T-+CO T-+00 
are different whenever 
lim sup log .Th-<oo. 
~-+oo log log T ’ 
that is to say condition (iii) of Theorem A is sharp in that it separates our limits from 
the lim sups. However the lim infTSa p&1’ has not been evaluated yet, and it would 
be also desirable to find a normalizing factor ST such tha.t lim infT+, &-II” = 1 l
128 hf. csiirgs, 
In [6] Hirsch showed that 
lim inf sup 1 W(t)1 
T+a, OctcT 
and 
lim inf sup W(t) 
?“+a, OcrtT 
behave entirely differently. 
It also would be of some interest to find the corresponding result of our present 
paper when the absolute value sign in the definition of I(T) is omitted. 
Summariszing the problems, let: 
cal”(f) = 1 W(t + a=)- W(t)/, 
J@‘(t)= sup 1 W(t +s)- W(t)l, 
O==ssaT 
9?‘(t) = w(r + UT)- w(t), 
%9$*‘(t) = SUP uw + Sk W(O), 
Ii’**’ (T) = inf s!“(t) 
O~tbT--4- 
Now, our question is to find the 
(i=l,2; j=l,2; k=1,2)forwhich 
lim sup @T(i, j, k)P!“k’(T)= 
T-PO3 
and 
limnf vT( i, j, k)li’.k’ (T) = 1 
T+oo 1 
: 
(i = 1,2; j = 1,2), 
(i = 1,2; j = 1,2). 
normalizing factors pT(i, j, k) and m(i, j, k) 
1 a.s. 
a.s.. 
Of.the here mentioned eight lim sup problems four are solved in [2] (cf. Theorem 
A), namely the cases: k = 1, i = 1,2, j = 1,2. Only one of the eight mentioned lim inf 
problems is solved in the present exposition (the caise of k = 2, i = 2, j = 1) (cf. 
Theorem 1). Also, for small aT, i.e. when condition (iii) of Theorem A holds, the 
lim sup = the lim inf in the just mentioned five casI:s. Thus, for aT satisfying (i) and 
(ii), five and, for aT%atisfying also (iii), ten of the ;Ilbove problems are solved. 
Our Theorem 2 is rlelated to a result of Dvoretzky ([4]) and that of Taylor ([lo]). 
we exists a urduersal constant C > 0 such that 
a.s.. 
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Our Theorem 2 clearly implies 
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lim sup inf ( 1 W(t + h)- W(t)1 c 1 as.. II10 osrs1 
Comparing the respective statements of (12) and (IS), the former states that every 
neighbourhood of every t E [0, l] contain? a point t + h(t) such that 1 W(t + h(t))- 
W(t)1 is so big as Ch 1’2(t). C)in the other hand (13) states that for all h > 0 there exists 
a t = t(h) such that 1 W(t + k) - W(t)1 is so small as (n2h/8 log h-1)1’2. 
The connection between the following theorem of Taylor ar,d Theorem 2 is close 
and quite clear. 
Theorem E [IO]. There exists a universal constant C > 0 such that 
!I$ (‘“phh’) 1’2 o$il ts~~l+h I W(v)- W(u)] 2 c. 
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